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ABSTRACT

The optimization of methods for the quantitative evaluation of risks in drilling engineering is an effective means
to ensure safety in situations where high temperature and high pressure blocks are considered. In such a context,
this study analyzes the complexity of the drilled wells in such blocks. It is shown that phenomena such as well
kick, loss, circulation, and sticking, are related to the imbalance of wellbore pressure. A method for risk quanti-
tative evaluation is proposed accordingly. The method is used to evaluate the risk for 9 drilled wells. By comparing
the predictions of the method with actual historical data related to these wells, it is found that the coincidence rate
is about 95%.
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1 Introduction

Offshore has become the main battlefield of oil and gas exploration. Most of the blocks are developed in
high-temperature and overpressure formations, with huge natural gas reserves and overall exploration and
development value. However, this region’s drilling and completion construction is faced with problems
such as high temperature and high pressure, narrow safety density windows, and strong uncertainty of
formation pressure information. In construction, situations such as well kick, well circulation, borehole
collapse, and pipe sticking frequently occur, seriously restricting the exploration and development process
[1–3]. Risk assessment of drilling engineering is an essential means to ensure safe construction.
Therefore, Sabah et al. [4] took the Marun oilfield in Iran as an example, using the extracted data set
composed of 1900 data subsets. The intelligent prediction model includes decision tree (DT), adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), artificial neural network (ANN) and hybrid artificial neural
network, that is, multilayer perception (GA-MLP), which is developed according to genetic algorithm, is
used to quantitatively predict leakage. Krechowicz [5] used the hybrid analysis method of the fuzzy fault
and fault tree for risk management, which can effectively solve the problem because basic event
probability is difficult to accurately get with the traditional fault tree analysis method and proposed
47 risk repair strategies. Rathnayaka et al. [6], using system hazard identification, prediction, and
prevention methods, proposed an accident modeling and risk assessment framework based on accident
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precursors (early warning). Strand et al. [7] presented a method that can be used to solve human factors in
modeling which are as an integral part of a well drilling operation risk assessment. Based on the reliability
analysis of safety barrier and risk index evaluation, Li et al. [8] proposed a new quantitative risk assessment
method—the barrier index risk prediction method (BIRP), which can predict the real-time risk state of a
blowout in each stage of deepwater drilling and completion engineering. Huang et al. [3] proposed a
quantitative risk analysis method based on the pressure balance technique, which considers the geological
mechanic’s uncertainty and forms a more accurate risk assessment method.

The above literature research found that most existing methods apply the classical risk analysis method
in the field of drilling projects, and results are often qualitative and semi-quantitative. Feedback from the field
shows that this often cannot meet the safety requirements of offshore high-risk drilling construction. To
verify the advantages and disadvantages of the above evaluation methods, this study takes a block in
offshore as an example to analyze the applicability of quantitative risk assessment.

2 Drilling Engineering Risk Background in a Block

The buried depth of the reservoir in this block is 3800∼4100 m. The geothermal gradient of the basin
increases gradually from north to south and from west to east. The formation pressure has the characteristics
of more pressure steps and faster pressure uplift. The measured equivalent density of deep formation has
reached about 2.30 g/cm3 [9]. The narrow safety density window brings challenges to the construction.
Multiple lost circulations and sticking accidents occur in the drilling process [10]. The proportion of
different drilled risk types in this block is shown in Fig. 1. From the engineering point of view, the risk
problem is mainly due to the lack of understanding of pressure in this complex formation environment,
which also influences many uncertain factors in pressure prediction. This will lead to insufficient
accuracy of wellbore structure and fluid design, eventually leading to frequent safety accidents in
engineering operations and restricting the construction process.

The risk is mostly concentrated in 3900∼4200 m. The drilling formations are mostly deep and complex,
there are mainly sandy mudstone, especially mudstone formations with large sections of shale in the
formation. There are sticking accidents in higher formations, which needs reverse reaming and reaming
operation, and lost circulation accidents in its Lower Formation. The reason is that a narrow pressure

Figure 1: Statistical results of different types of risk
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window requires high-density drilling fluids to balance formation pressure. However, The use of high-
density drilling fluid will cause the pressure of the liquid column in the wellbore to be greater than the
fracture pressure, resulting in well loss in fracturing formation [11–13]. How to carry out drilling and
completion operations efficiently and safely has become a big problem, so it is necessary to analyze its
applicability. After analysis, the main reason for well kick in this block is the existence of high-pressure
channel sand in deep formation [14]. The main reason for lost circulation is the fracturing leakage caused
by high-density mud drilling. Sticking is mainly due to differential pressure sticking under different
working conditions, which is judged to be related to the imbalance of wellbore pressure. Therefore, it is
recommended to use the quantitative risk evaluation method of drilling projects based on wellbore
pressure balance [3].

3 Brief Introduction of Quantitative Risk Evaluation Method for Drilling Engineering Based on
Wellbore Pressure Balance [15,16]

Formation pore pressure, formation fracture pressure and collapse pressure profile are important basis
for wellbore structure design. Due to complex formation conditions, incomplete interpretation data, and
difficulty in selecting model parameters, the single-value formation pressure predicted by the
conventional method is difficult to reflect real formation pressure, so the prediction of formation pressure
has uncertainty. Guan et al. [16] proposed the concept of formation pressure profile with credibility. This
method is based on the objective existence of error, and the pressure value is distributed in a certain
interval in probability. From the feedback of field construction, this method can be more conducive to
wellbore structure and fluid design, and can effectively control the occurrence of risks.

Quantitative risk analysis method based on pressure balance can be summarized as the following steps:

1. Calculation of formation pore pressure with credibility: According to the velocity of the seismic
layer, the single-value pressure is calculated combined with Fillippone;

2. By combining Fillippone and Eaton methods, Eaton index is back-analysised to determine the
probability distribution of whole Eaton index, and Eaton index of the obtained probability
distribution is substituted into Eaton model. The distribution of pore pressure with confidence will
be obtained, with different confidence profiles shown in Fig. 2;

3. Through the statistical analysis of logging data, core laboratory experimental data and LOT data, the
structural stress coefficients of each well are obtained, and then these coefficients are counted to
obtain range and distribution of their values;

4. Calculated rock mechanical parameters and tectonic stress coefficient are substituted into the
calculation formula of formation collapse and fracture pressure [17], and formation collapse and
fracture pressures are calculated to obtain formation collapse pressure and fracture pressure profile
with probability information;

5. Finally, according to practical drilling fluid density and formation pressure measured data of adjacent
wells, four formation pressure profiles with credibility are corrected by translation or interpolation;

6. Based on constraint conditions of safe drilling fluid density design, four types of risks including well
kick, lost circulation, wellbore collapse, and differential pressure pipe-stuck, are mainly considered.
Combining formation pressure profile with the above three constructed credibility, four drilling
engineering risk evaluation models are defined, as shown in Table 1.

In the formula, RkðhÞ, RLðhÞ, RcðhÞ and RskðhÞ represent probability values of well kick risk, well leakage
risk, wellbore collapse risk and differential pressure sticking risk at depth h, respectively. qd is drilling fluid
density, g/cm3.
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4 Applicability Analysis

Combined with the above risk assessment method, the authors predicted the risk of 9 drilled wells in this
block, and compared them with the actual situation. Taking Well A as an example for specific analysis, the
drilling depth is 4368 m, and the risk of the well mainly occurs in Formation 6 with depth range of
4061∼4330 m. There are four times of lost circulation, two times of well kick, and simultaneous
occurrence of lost circulation and well kick, which is due to the inaccurate grasp of formation pressure
[18]. According to the above method, this section constructs three kinds of formation pressure profiles
with credibility and calculates four kinds of drilling engineering risk probability profiles, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows the predicted risk at the well’s bottom. The practical drilling fluid density at this depth is
greater than the upper limit of the safe drilling fluid density, and the predicted risk occurrence probability
is 86%. The well kick accident at this depth is predicted, and the risk occurrence probability of lost
circulation is 100%, which is consistent with the actual lost circulation accident at this depth.

Figure 2: Comparison of 90% and 60% confidence pressure profiles

Table 1: Model of four drilling risks

Risk type Risk model

Well kick RkðhÞ ¼ Pðqd ,qkðhÞÞ ¼ 1� FqkðbÞðqdÞ
Lost circulation RLðhÞ ¼ Pðqd . qLðhÞÞ ¼ FqLðhÞ ðqdÞ
Borehole collapse RcðhÞ ¼ maxfPðqd ,qclðhÞÞ; Pðqd .qc2ðhÞÞg ¼ maxf1� FqcðbÞ ðqdÞ; Fqc2ðbÞ ðqdÞg
Pipe sticking RskðhÞ ¼ Pðqd , qskðhÞÞ ¼ FqskðhÞ ðqdÞ
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In order to evaluate quantitative evaluation method from the whole block, the authors used this method
to evaluate the risk of 8 remaining wells, and compared them with the actual situations.

Fig. 4 predicted that occurrence probability of lost circulation at 4000∼4080 m in Well B is high, and the
actual lost circulation accident occurs at 4050 m, which is consistent with actual situation.

Figure 3: Quantitative risk assessment results of Well A

Figure 4: B Well risk profile
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Fig. 5 predicted that there is low occurrence probability of well kick accident near 3000 m inWell C, and
the occurrence probability of lost circulation accident at 4080 m is 100%, which is consistent with the actual
lost circulation accident. There is a sticking risk at 4100 m, and the maximum occurrence probability is more
than 0.5. Actual lost circulation accident occurs at the depth of 4103 m.

In fact, there is no risk in Well D, but Fig. 6 predicted that there is low occurrence probability of wellbore
collapse at 3350 m, indicating that drilling fluid density design can be further optimized, and quantitative
evaluation method of side reaction also has advantages in the upper formation.

Fig. 7 predicted that there are well gushing and lost circulation risk accidents in Well E at 4050 m, which
is consistent with the actual situation.

Fig. 8 predicted to have a high probability of leakage at 3500 m, but no risk occurs, which is inconsistent
with the actual situation.

Fig. 9 predicted that Well G has well kick and lost circulation accidents at 3950 m, which is consistent
with the actual risk and low probability sticking risk at 3300 m.

Fig. 10 predicted that Well H has the risk of well kick at 3955 m, which is consistent with the actual
accident. Sticking accident is predicted at the depth of 3850 m, which is not consistent with the actual
situation at 3050 m.

Fig. 11 predicted low occurrence probability of sticking accidents at 3450 m in Well I, which does not
occur in practice.

In order to systematically evaluate this method, the authors performed a statistical analysis of actual risk
of the block and used a quantitative evaluation method. The near risk occurrence points in the statistics are
recorded as one, such as accidents at 4100 and 4080 m in Well G, and evaluation method can predict two
points in the depth section, which is consistent with actual situation. The maximum probability profile
greater than 0.5 is defined as high probability, and lower than 0.5 is defined as a low probability.

Figure 5: C Well risk profile
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Figure 6: D Well risk profile

Figure 7: E Well risk profile
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Figure 8: F Well risk profile

Figure 9: G Well risk profile
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It can be concluded from Table 2 that the accuracy of well kick, well collapse and prediction results are
the highest, followed by lost circulation, and maximum sticking error. For example, the sticking accident
occurred at 4135 m in Well A. Still, based on the quantitative evaluation method, it is difficult to obtain
good prediction results due to the lack of logging interpretation data in the bottom section. The risk of

Figure 10: H Well risk profile

Figure 11: I Well risk profile
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sticking occurs in Well H at 3035 m, but logging interpretation depth is from 3256 to 4000 m at the bottom of
well, which also limits the method. However, excluding the above problem of incomplete objective
interpretation data, the secondary statistical results are obtained, and the average coincidence rate is 95%.

5 Conclusion

1. The quantitative evaluation method of underground engineering risk obtains an underground
complex risk probability profile with geological engineering information, and quantified
probability at the corresponding depth. Compared with the complex downhole situation in actual
drilling progress, it has a good consistency.

2. Through pre-drilling risk assessment, the wellbore structure and mud design of any depth can be
optimized, which brings good construction significance to the pre-drilling risk assessment for
developing wells.

3. The deficiency of this method is that the source data requires high accuracy and richness. The model
parameters should be as accurate as possible to establish more accurate pressure profiles, and to
obtain accurate risk assessment results.
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